Three views on the Fox River cleanup

Settlement is fair, equitable

I believe the settlement is fair and equitable. Both parties have reached a compromise that is acceptable to everyone involved. This is a positive outcome for the Fox River and its ecosystem.

Striving to find peace in Bethlehem

The residents of Bethlehem are working hard to find a solution to their ongoing conflict. It's important that all parties involved come to an agreement that benefits everyone.

Fish & Wildlife estimate based on solid research

The estimate for the fish population in the Fox River is based on solid research. This is crucial for ensuring the health of the river and its ecosystem.

DNR sells state short by cutting a secret deal

The Department of Natural Resources (DNR) has sold the state short by cutting a secret deal. This is a concerning development that could have negative implications for the Fox River.
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Ethanol uses more energy than it yields

Some annual ideas for the Fox River controversy
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